Publication of the Month

Starting this November, GreyNet International will showcase a publication each month drawn from new record entries housed in the GreyGuide Repository.

If your institute or organization publishes grey literature in one or more document types, you are invited to enter them in the RGL (Resources in Grey Literature), multidisciplinary collection. Each new entry receives a minted DOI (persistent identifier) and a system generated citation.

At the close of each month, a publication is drawn from among the new entries and is showcased on GreyNet’s homepage and via its social media (Facebook and LinkedIn).

Just 3-EASY STEPS

• Click http://greyguiderep.isti.cnr.it/userarea.php?langver=en
• Select RGL: Resources in Grey Literature
• Complete the online template and don’t forget to press the submit button!

Looking forward to your content contribution,
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